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ACTIVIDAD DE COOPERACIÓN TRANSNACIONAL
QUALITY MATTERS SEMINAR
A CROSS SECTORAL APPROACH TO MOBILITY PROJECTS WITHIN ERASMUS +
4th mai to 7th mai 2016 - Konstancin-Jeziorna, POLAND

The main objective of the Seminar is to create space for sharing knowledge, experience and
best practice with regards to supporting and preparing participants for their transnational
mobility experience in SECTORS of ERASMUS+ (AE, SE, VET, Youth & HE)
Delivering high quality mobility is a key driver of the Erasmus+ programme and for those
responsible for implementing KA1 mobility projects across Europe.
Based on the combined experience of the National Agency and feedback from beneficiaries,
the two key areas in ensuring high quality mobility experience are preparation and evaluation.
Ensuring participants receive an adequate level of cultural, sectoral, pedagogical and linguistic
support in advance of their mobility will help to manage expectations as well as supporting
them during their transnational experience. In addition to this, the feedback given by
participants and partners alike following the mobility experience and how to implement any
recommendations will help to ensure a good standard of quality moving forward.
With this in mind the main objective of the Quality Matters seminar will be to create a space
for sharing knowledge, experience and best practice when delivering these areas of mobility
projects.
With this said, those responsible for implementing these mobility projects; education and / or
training staff, lecturers support workers etc. play a crucial role developing these competencies
and tools for ensuring quality and would benefit most from the seminar
Therefore we would like to invite participants from all five sectors of Erasmus+ programme to
participate in the seminar; exploring tools and sharing best practice, in order to improve the
delivery of their future mobility projects and reach the objectives of Erasmus+ programme in
general. The seminar will specifically focus on:




cultural preparation
transfer of experience and knowledge
mobility as a learning process
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With the specific aims:

a) to identify what are the key factors for quality preparation and evaluation of the
participant;
b) to identify differences and similarities between sectoral approaches to mobility support;
c) to transfer best practices and tools between sectors;
d) to promote mobility as a learning process.
The seminar will provide a space to discover the similarities and differences between sectors,
discuss challenges, identify which practices can be transferred and how to ensure that the
mobility experience brings about the expected Erasmus+ effects for participants, beneficiaries,
partners and society.
We invite:
 People working directly with mobility participants in terms of providing pre- departure or
post- placement support.
 People with experience of managing at least one realized mobility project
Seminar is open to:
People supporting mobility in Erasmus + sectors (AE, SE, VET, HE and Youth) and working
directly with the participants of mobility within sectors of Erasmus+.

COSTS

This project is financed by the Erasmus+ Programme. Being selected for this Seminar, all costs
(accommodation, travel, visa, etc.) relevant to participation in the seminar will be covered by
the NAs involved in this project:



Polish NA will cover hosting costs of participants (board and lodging, programme,
trainers).
SEPIE will cover travel costs of Spanish participants. You may be asked to cover these costs
in advance and they will be reimbursed after your return, once you have provided Spanish
NA with the documentation.

Please contact us at movilidad.fp@sepie.es to learn more about the financial details, and how
to arrange the booking of your travel tickets and the reimbursement of your travel expenses.
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